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Abstract: Several studies have shown that a significant amount of daily air pollution exposure is
inhaled during trips. In this study, car drivers assessed their own black carbon exposure under real-life
conditions (223 h of data from 2013). The spatiotemporal exposure of the car drivers is modeled
using a data science approach, referred to as “microscopic land-use regression” (µLUR). In-vehicle
exposure is highly dynamical and is strongly related to the local traffic dynamics. An extensive
set of potential covariates was used to model the in-vehicle black carbon exposure in a temporal
resolution of 10 s. Traffic was retrieved directly from traffic databases and indirectly by attributing
the trips through a noise map as an alternative traffic source. Modeling by generalized additive
models (GAM) shows non-linear effects for meteorology and diurnal traffic patterns. A fitted diurnal
pattern explains indirectly the complex diurnal variability of the exposure due to the non-linear
interaction between traffic density and distance to the preceding vehicles. Comparing the strength of
direct traffic attribution and indirect noise map-based traffic attribution reveals the potential of noise
maps as a proxy for traffic-related air pollution exposure. An external validation, based on a dataset
gathered in 2010–2011, quantifies the exposure reduction inside the vehicles at 33% (mean) and 50%
(median). The EU PM Euro 5 PM emission standard (in force since 2009) explains the largest part of
the discrepancy between the measurement campaign in 2013 and the validation dataset. The µLUR
methodology provides a high resolution, route-sensitive, seasonal and meteorology-sensitive personal
exposure estimate for epidemiologists and policy makers.
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1. Introduction
Exposure to particulate matter is in Europe regulated by PM-derived standards (Directive
2008/50/EC). This regulation only distinguishes between the size of the particles in large categories
(PM10, PM2.5, etc.) and is not source specific. The soot fraction, black carbon (BC), is the part
of the PM directly related to combustion processes. Recent evidence, summarized by the World
Health Organization, documents the relevance of BC for evaluating traffic-related health effects [1].
Large personal exposure measurement campaigns prove the relevance of the in-traffic exposure
contribution [2,3]. Further research into health effects is hampered by the difficulty to measure or
model the actual personal exposure to BC. An important reason for this is the strong spatial variability
of BC compared to PM10 [4]. Most of the experiments focus on quantifying the differences between
different commuting modes [5–11]. General statistics by road type are provided by Dons and colleagues,
showing relevant differences by road class, period of the day and period of the week [12]. Outdoor
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concentrations are reported to be very dynamic along the individual routes. An extensive study on
black carbon exposure for bicyclists showed local changes of a factor 15–20 only due to changing local
traffic dynamics and instantaneous meteorology [13]. Especially in the immediate vicinity of traffic
lights and complex traffic situations, high exposure levels were found. Other authors reported similar
effects based on road classification for different air pollutants [12,14].
When moving from outdoor to in-vehicle concentrations, the variability of the in-vehicle
concentrations increases significantly. The influence of the ventilation settings and influence of the
speed of the vehicle on the ventilation was addressed by several authors [15–19]. Two important
conclusions summarize these studies. Firstly, in “outdoor air ventilation” settings, the outdoor
concentration changes are registered very fast inside the vehicle. Lags between 30 and 60 s are
detected [15,17]. Secondly, the strongest component of the personal exposure inside the vehicle is
the outside concentration due to the tail-pipe emissions of the preceding vehicles [16]. This feature
illustrates the complexity of modeling and predicting the real-life personal exposure to traffic-related
pollutants inside the vehicles. Several attempts are available in literature. The first instantaneous
in-vehicle personal exposure models have been published [20,21]. The exposure models are based
on traffic counts, road types, the number of lanes, speed of the traffic and a set of meteorological
parameters. The largest study is based on about 300 km of data on a predefined route during a
period of six weeks [20]. The authors focus on the comparison of linear models and generalized
additive models (GAM) models in the attempts to model the in-vehicle exposure and conclude that the
GAM models capture more of the non-linear features in the highly diverse set of exposure descriptors.
The authors also mention the lack of instantaneous traffic data and tested the use of more general traffic
parameters, such as the annual average daily traffic (AAWT, weekdays only). Predicting instantaneous
particulate matter exposure in-vehicle is not very successful at this point due to the interactions between
meteorological conditions, local traffic dynamics, ventilation settings, vehicle properties, etc. Other
authors build further on these results by excluding the variability due to the ventilation settings [22].
By excluding the variability of the ventilation, these results do not include the correlation between
driver-defined ventilation settings and the meteorological conditions. This important and relevant
component of the meteorological and seasonal variability is not included due to this design restriction.
This approach cannot disentangle the effects of fleet composition, traffic dynamics and meteorological
interactions between emission, dispersion and changes in the ventilation settings. Several attempts
were made to use data science methods to improve the modeling of in-vehicle exposure. One of the
main scientific limitations of these methods is the ‘black box’ nature of data science techniques [23].
Paas and colleagues (2017) present an artificial neural network (ANN) approach for urban near-road
PM10, but had to remove the high wind condition to reach a valid artificial neural network model [23].
Lioy and Smith summarized the major challenges for the future of exposure science [24].
Their main conclusion is that restrictions in the experimental designs reduce the applicability of the
resulting models in health effects research. In our previous work, a new methodology was proposed
to explicitly include all variability in the personal exposure models and, by doing so, provide actual
real-life route-sensitive and micro-environment-specific exposure assessments [25]. The in-vehicle
exposure model for black carbon was used in [25] as an example case of the methodology. In this
publication, we focus on the details of the model selection and model features. In that process, noise
maps are used as a low effort, but highly available alternative land use regression traffic attribute.
Section 2 addresses the measurement campaign, the methodology and the definition of the covariates.
Section 3 presents the data exploration and the models. In Section 4, an external validation is described,
and the discrepancies are investigated in detail. The results are discussed in Section 5.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Experimental Design and Measurement Processing
The experiment follows the design rules of the µLUR methodology: the dataset should include all
relevant variability in the general real-life exposure [25]. To model real-life exposure conditions, an
‘uncontrolled’ citizen science campaign was performed with little knowledge of the vehicle types and
personal preferences of the drivers towards the ventilation settings. The nine participants performed
their commutes within their daily behavior (weekdays only). The volunteers traveled across the
whole region of Flanders and Brussels, the northern region of Belgium (a total area of 13,700 km2; see
Figure S1 in the Supplementary Data). The sampling campaign started in December 2012 and ended
in November 2013 to cover all seasons. Two participants were sales representative and travelled long
distances, partially outside the rush hour. The random trips resulted in an uncontrolled combination
of multiple variables: meteorological conditions, background concentration, number of measurements
during the different episodes during the day, route choice, actual ventilation settings, participants’
vehicle fleet, and so on. The only design restriction is found in the driver selection. Smokers were
excluded (even when they promised not to smoke in the vehicle and/or log their smoking behavior).
The participants carried a GPS and µ-aethalometer (microAeth Model AE-51, AethLabs,
San Francisco, CA 94110, USA) The GPS receiver (Haicom III-USB, Taipei City, Taiwan) was positioned
under the front wind screen, and the µ-aethalometer was placed on the passenger seat. A total of
340 individual car trips were performed during weekdays, resulting in a total measurement time
of 223 h. The quality of the GPS data was manually evaluated, and when the quality was too low,
the trip segments were snapped to valid GPS positions (mostly at the beginning of the trips). In the
post-processing, the GPS tracks were map-matched to the closest road to avoid misclassifications in
the traffic attribution. The black carbon data series was post-processed with the Hagler method to
remove the short-term peak values. A very low threshold was used to avoid downgrading the local
variability of the BC data series [26]. The resulting one-second smoothed time series was averaged to
10-s periods. The models were evaluated in a temporal resolution of 10 s.
2.2. Model Covariates
The citizen science database was attributed with a set of potential relevant attributes for analysis.
In this section, a summary of the covariates is provided (see Table 1). Traffic dynamics-related
parameters were deduced from the GPS positions: the speed of the vehicle and the acceleration.
The wind speed and temperature were retrieved from the closest location of five meteorological
stations throughout Flanders (Figure S2). The meteorological data were made available by the royal
meteorological institute of Belgium. The 30-min average BC background concentrations were retrieved
from a measurement location provided by the Flemish Environmental Agency (Antwerpen Linkeroever;
Figure S3a,b). Traffic and speed limit are available as an hourly average by day of the week and include
the diurnal pattern of the traffic for links including down to the level of connections between the
smallest villages. In this dataset, the AADT (annual average daily traffic) is available, which results in
a single weighted value for the traffic on weekdays on each segment. The alternative traffic attribution
is based on a regional LDEN noise map [27], based on the same traffic data (data for the year 2012,
see Figure S4a). The LDEN map with the noise emission correction for the day (07:00–19:00), evening
(19:00–23:00) and night exposure (23:00–07:00) was adjusted with respectively 0, 5 and 10 dB as defined
by the Environmental Noise Directive (European Commission 2002/49/EC). The yearly changes
in traffic are typically below 1 percent per year and are representative of the measurement period.
In the attribution, LDEN is a single value for the entire day (similar to AADT). To provide a noise map
attribute including the diurnal traffic pattern, the daytime noise map Lday was adjusted to an hourly
value by applying a standard diurnal pattern. Next to the strong potential local contribution of the
traffic to the in-vehicle exposure, more macroscopic dynamics can be expected. Large cities with
many roads and higher traffic densities also coincide with increased activities with mid-range impacts
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on the background levels. To accommodate this mid-range spatial variability, a standard PM10 air
pollution map was used for the Flemish region. Furthermore, the street canyon effect was included,
using the street canyon index as defined in previous work [13], Supplementary Data. In Figure S5 in
the Supplementary Data, the boxplots and frequency statistics of the BC measurements are presented
for a few relevant dimensions (hour, weekday, road type, wind speed and temperature).
Table 1. Overview of the model covariates.
External Data Description
Speed and acceleration The speed and acceleration were calculated based on the sequence of positions resultingfrom the GPS data (on a 10-s basis for speed and the next position for the acceleration).
Relative speed The speed limit of the road was retrieved from the traffic database. Relative speed wascalculated as actual speed divided by the speed limit.
Meteorology Weather data are available at a temporal resolution of 30 min from nine officialmeasurement stations of the RMI (Royal Meteorological Institute, Belgium).
Traffic counts (hourly)
Measurement hour and actual road segment back to the traffic database (weekdays only).
Heavy vehicles count as 2 (standard approach by the mobility experts in Flanders). This
factor is based on traffic evaluations and is not related to noise or PM emissions.
Traffic counts (AAWT) Annual average weighted traffic: Sum all traffic for the road (sum of hourly data).
LDEN noise mapping
The underlying traffic data are routed on the physical network by using the open source
network functionality (networkX). This approach improves the pre-existing approach to
calculate the exposure model based on the generalized network (with straight
connections in between the crossroads) (see Figure S3b). The underlying emission points
of the noise map are calculated on smooth buffers around the road segments to avoid
jitter due to changing distances to the road segment polylines (10-, 20-, 50- and 100-m
buffers combined with a 100 × 100 point grid at larger distances from the road network.
The map-matched GPS data points from the vehicle traps are evaluated on a 20-m
interpolated grid.
Lday,hour noise map
Hourly variant of the Lday noise map by applying a fixed diurnal correction based on the
average diurnal pattern for the traffic dataset over a full year (working days only).
PM10 map
GPS point is mapped to the PM10 grid of spatial resolution 100 m from a 1-km grid air
pollution calculation model (2011). The spatial resolution of this map does not express
the impact of local features (major roads and highways).
Street canyon index Finds the closest street canyon evaluation (evaluated every 50 m along the network inFlanders and Brussels).
Black carbon background
concentrations
Measurement location Antwerpen-Linkeroever (40AL01): black carbon concentrations in
µg/m3 for a 30-min resolution, available from 2010 till the present.
2.3. GAM Modeling and Auto-Correlation in Time Series Analysis
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are regression models where smoothing splines are used
instead of linear coefficients for the covariates. This approach has been found to be particularly effective
for handling the complex non-linearity associated with air pollution research [20,21]. GAM modeling is
presented as a strong complementary tool to the more popular data science methods (neural networks,
decision trees, etc.). The additive model in the context of spatial exposure modeling can be written in
the form where the outcome variable (the logarithm of the in-vehicle black carbon exposure) is used to
improve the potential of the model to predict the highest values:
log
(
BCj(t)
)
=
n
∑
z=1
sz(vz,j(t)) + εx,j(t)
where vz is the z-th covariate evaluated for trip j at time stamp t; sz(vz,j(t)) is the smooth function of the
z-th covariate, n is the total number of covariates and εx,j(t) is the corresponding residual with var(εx,j(t))
= σ2, which is assumed normally distributed. Smooth functions are developed through a combination
of model selection and automatic smoothing parameter selection using penalized regression splines,
which optimize the fit and try to minimize the number of dimensions in the model. The analysis is
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based on the GAM modeling function in the R environment for statistical computing [28] with the
package “mgcv” [29].
The raw data are time series, and modelling time series can be affected by auto-correlation [30].
A Durbin–Watson test on a generalized linear model of the data confirmed the presence of
auto-correlation. The ventilation of the vehicle resulted in a lag between outdoor and in-vehicle
concentrations. The ventilation system evacuates and smooths the in-vehicle concentrations.
Auto-correlation is therefore a fundamental physical reality. Investigating the lag between the outdoor
traffic-related covariates and the in-vehicle concentration implied additional smoothing of the data to
match the spatial covariates to the physical properties of the modeled micro-environment. The settings
of the ventilation system are unknown, which restricts the options to adjust for the ventilation-related
variability in the dataset. Auto-correlation also occurs on longer time scales due to seasonal effects of
meteorology, background concentrations and changing traffic conditions as a function of the time of day.
The first possibility to address autocorrelation is adjusting the smoothing function [30]. This conflicts
with the physical reality of the investigated micro-environment. The alternative is to apply the best
possible technique to incorporate the autocorrelation into the modelling process. Many air pollution
studies include lags between exposure and outcome, and the methods to address lags have been
investigated extensively. In a statistical simulation of different modeling techniques, it was shown
that penalized splines were capable of addressing the autocorrelation in such datasets [31]. In a more
recent publication, the best practices to evaluate time series in environmental studies include two
important pieces of advice: apply flexible spline functions and the model on pooled data over multiple
locations [32]. In this specific context, each trip is a random sample of the long-term variability in
meteorological conditions and background concentrations, and each trip acts in that perspective as ‘a
different location’. Within each trip, the local variability in traffic along the individual’s commuting
trajectory is assessed including theshort-term lag due to the ventilation system. In the first step of
the modeling process, the lag due to the ventilation system will be quantified. The pooled dataset
(including all trips) and the extended set of potential spatial and temporal covariates of different
spatial and temporal resolutions fit the best practices for environmental studies in time series analysis
mentioned in [32]. The GAM modeling approach has the potential to incorporate the non-linear
spatiotemporal aspects of the complex behavior of the in-vehicle exposure including the autocorrelation
due to the ventilation system.
3. Data Exploration and Models
3.1. Summary Statistics and Lag Investigation
The physical features of the ventilation of the vehicle result in a lag between outdoor and in-vehicle
concentrations. In a first step of the data exploration, this lag has to be explored and quantified.
To achieve this, the data were modelled with a set of potential relevant lags. The model based an
accumulated lag of 60 s showed the highest deviance explained (Table 2). The accumulated lag of 60 s
was calculated as the average of six 10-s values at and after the spatially-evaluated timestamp (referred
to as LAG60). The LAG0 model is the weakest model expressing the fact that the local features do not
influence the in-vehicle concentrations immediately. LAG120 is less strong compared with LAG60
and expresses a reduced correlation with prior traffic conditions. The black carbon concentrations at a
specific moment in time in front of the vehicle affected the in-vehicle exposure within the next min.
This matches the available information in the literature [15,17].
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Table 2. Results of the generalized additive models (GAM) to investigate the lag and the weighting of the in-vehicle exposure in relation to the local traffic dynamics,
meteorology and traffic attribution. The F-values of the acceleration marked with * express a p-value higher than 2.0 × 10−16. LAG0, lag of 0 s.
F-Values of Covariates
Intercept
(ng/m3)
Wind
Speed Temperature Humidity
BC
bkg
Traffic
Count by
Hour
LDEN
Hour
of Day
Speed
(Rel
Speed
Limit)
Speed Acceleration PM10 StreetCanyon # Samples
Dev.
expl. AIC
Investigating Lag and Weight
BC_LAG0 3479 1360 621 129 1059 718 856 128 280 187 34 * 14 * 90 77,960 36.9% 195,899
BC_LAG60 3685 1427 924 154 1281 808 1090 142 257 198 41 13 * 192 79,158 39.1% 188,584
BC_LAG120 3592 1535 778 135 1159 817 1019 141 275 142 46 16 * 147 79,158 38.9% 190,696
BC_LAG60_WBC 4029 1938 1023 240 957 845 1171 241 360 195 61 43 175 79,158 46.9% 252,213
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The average in-vehicle exposure is 5644 ng/m3. The data were clipped to a minimum value
of 100 ng/m3 (the lower measurement threshold of the µ-aethalometer) and at 100,000 ng/m3 as a
maximum value. These minimum and maximum values also accommodate the use of the logarithm of
the BC exposure in the GAM models. The 10–90% percentiles in 10% steps are: 912, 1668, 2441, 3258,
4146 (median), 5359, 6786, 8746 and 12,187 ng/m3. These values will not be compared to other datasets
since this measurement campaign did not aim to achieve an unbiased dataset. The data are, explicitly,
only used to investigate and model the short-term variability of the in-vehicle black carbon exposure.
The exposure distribution is strongly skewed (skewness = 3.6), which reduces the capability of
the GAM model to predict the less frequent high exposure episodes. The physical properties of the
black carbon measurements result in small residuals for low BC values. By applying a weighting
function (WBC) for both low and high BC values, the model becomes more sensitive to the low and
high exposure values. The resulting variant of the model BC_LAG60_WBC shows a stronger deviance
explained compared to the BC_LAG60 model (last row in Table 2). The model fit strength was tested
by evaluating the total and average trip exposure prediction versus the measured BC trip exposure,
aggregated by trip (Figure 1).
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BC and PM10 in (J,K) and the spatial building related attribute in the bottom right pane (L).
The relative spe d (actual the local sp ed limit) shows a maximum below
0.5. The peak can be rela ed to dynamic traffic with tarts and tops and/or congested traffic.
Short distanc s between vehicles in such traffi conditions result in i in-vehicle concentrations.
The drop-off at low relative speed in icates ctual stops or congestion with idling vehicles. This idling
effect was also visible for bicyclists in Bangalore, I dia [33]. The acceleration is the weakes covariat
and is numerically highly sensitive to the quality of the GPS readings, but behaves as expected;
increased levels when accelerati g and decrease levels with moderated deceleration. Strong
deceleration, related to actual stops in traffic, shows high variability, which can be due to the short
distance to the sourc when waiti g and idling in a queue at a traffic light. The bulk of the data show
little to no acceleration and this is reflected in th very low strength of the covariate. The actual speed
shows higher values at low speeds and lower values at low speed. Th increased levels at low speed
can find their origin in congested traffic, as well. The reduction of in-vehicle exposure at high speeds
could be linked to the higher efficiency of the ventilation systems at higher speeds as m ntion by
Xu [15,34]. Higher speeds also occur in free flow traffic with higher distances between th vehicl s.
Ot er interactions with other covariates a e e ident; the actual speed does for example also relate
to the type of road travelled. The absolute speed is lower in strength compared to relative speed,
ex r ssing the complex interactio s between vehicl sp ed and traffic yn mics.
The in-vehicle xposure decreases with high wind spe ds as expected [20,21,34]. Wind spe d is
by far the strongest covariate. The temperature shows a distinctive and complex pattern. Very low
temperatures and moderat temperatures result in high exposure, and low and very high temp atures
result in low r exposure. Th high exposure at very low temperatures could relate to the cold p riods
with high background levels, stable atmosph re and/or due to cold start increased vehicle emission.
Th igh xpo ure for moderat temperatures an the lower exposure for the highest tem eratures can
be linked to th changing ventilation settings. At moderate temperatures, fresh outdoor air is no gh
for cooling and refreshin the vehicle interior; at hi her temperatures, air conditioning is turned
on, changing the air flow drastically, while the filter removes particles [18,34]. Relative humidity
shows increase levels at high values. This potentially link t the light scattering properties of
water-saturated BC particles, which can trigger an increased response in the aethalometer [35]. The
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in-vehicle exposure increases with background concentrations, but for high background concentrations,
saturation is occurring.
The large-scale spatial covariate introduced in the model through the PM10 map has an interesting
feature. For low values, the covariate is not significant, but at high levels, typically near the major
cities, it adds value to the model, expressing higher in-vehicle concentrations in larger cities. This links
to the higher density of roads and traffic in and around the cities and can be expressed through several
mechanisms (higher urban background, increased traffic congestion, etc.). The street canyon index
correlates with the PM10 map, but adds additional spatial detail.
The two traffic-related data sources LDEN and weighted traffic Trafwgt are similar in strength
despite the fact that LDEN is only a spatial covariate and Trafwgt is a spatiotemporal covariate. The
HourOfDay covariate shows higher concentrations in the morning rush hour compared to the rush
hour in the evening, matching the well-known diurnal pattern. This pattern captures the increased
emission related to the modified traffic dynamics during rush hours. The HourOfDay covariate is
discontinuous because no trips were performed during the night. In the evening, the traffic volumes
and exposures are low. In the early morning, traffic is already significant. The data therefore include
long-distance commutes along highways before rush hour. This pattern can also express the effect of
the stable atmosphere on ambient concentrations. The traffic-related covariates are investigated in
detail in Section 3.3.
3.3. Comparing Traffic-Related Data Sources
This section evaluates the strength of the traffic-related data sources and investigates how they
relate to the diurnal pattern of the in-vehicle BC exposure. The main focus is on the contrast between
traffic covariates including a diurnal pattern and traffic covariates with total daily traffic only. Adding
a HourOfDay covariate will enable the models to adjust the traffic data to the in-vehicle exposure
pattern and will account for the non-linear aspects between traffic and exposure. The meteorological
aspects (wind speed and temperature), background concentration and the street canyon index are,
as the strongest components in the BC_LAG60_WBC model, kept as fixed covariates in these model
variants. The relative changes in the models with or without the HourOfDay covariate reveal the
non-linear behavior between the diurnal patterns of traffic data, hour of the day and the in-vehicle BC
exposure. The exercise is performed for the direct traffic attribution (in weighted number of vehicles)
and the alternative approach through the noise covariates (LDEN and Lday,hour). In Table 3, the different
variants of the GAM models are defined and the matching F-values are shown. Higher F-values
express an increased relative strength of the covariate compared to the other covariates within a single
model. The models are sorted by deviance explained and AIC. The models and covariates including a
diurnal pattern are indicated with †. The simulations were performed for two sets of models. The first
set includes the GPS-based relative speed and the acceleration (prefix BC), and the second set does not
include the GPS information (prefix BCR).
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Table 3. Results of the GAM models to investigate the strength of the traffic-related data sources of the in-vehicle exposure for different traffic sources, the influence of
the HourOfDay and the traffic dynamics. The traffic covariates with † include a diurnal pattern. Traffic covariates without a diurnal pattern outperform the traffic
covariates including a diurnal pattern (expressed by higher deviance explained and/or lower F-values for the HourOfDay covariate). The F-values of the acceleration
marked with * express a p-value higher than 2.0 × 10−16, but are still significant. BC, black carbon.
F-Values of Covariates
Intercept
(ng/m3)
Wind
Speed Temprature BCbkg StCan
Speed
(rel) Accel
Hour of
Day
Traffic
(Hour) †
Traffic
(AAWT) LDEN Lday
† Deviance
Explained AIC
Investigating Traffic Covariates (Including Traffic Dynamics)
BC_LDAYWH† 4056 2869 843 879 318 497 28 587 3429 44.0% 256,387
BC_LDENWH 4058 2666 862 882 117 475 27 314 3364 44.0% 256,393
BC_TRAFWAADTH 4061 2145 833 971 81 567 67 284 3241 43.7% 256,759
BC_TRAFWH† 4056 2151 825 950 71 571 65 282 3037 43.3% 257,301
BC_LDENW 4076 2616 764 1250 151 521 24 3382 42.2% 258,859
BC_TRAFWAADT 4077 2496 735 1311 73 637 66 3305 42.1% 258,994
BC_TRAFW† 4072 2649 677 1274 62 654 65 3108 41.7% 259,521
BC_LDAYW† 4091 2654 672 1323 21 * 564 25 2611 40.7% 260,928
Investigating Traffic Covariates (Without Traffic Dynamics)
BCR_LDENWH 4081 2627 852 769 151 346 3858 42.2% 258,916
BCR_LDAYWH† 4081 2636 830 762 152 634 3806 42.1% 259,031
BCR_TRAFWAADTH 4092 2322 769 839 116 336 3408 41.3% 260,132
BCR_TRAFWH† 4087 2338 754 819 114 342 3200 40.9% 260,686
BCR_LDENW 4103 2794 749 1144 148 3852 40.1% 261,631
BCR_TRAFWAADT 4114 2721 662 1191 123 3435 39.3% 262,765
BCR_TRAFW† 4109 2867 601 1156 114 3207 38.8% 263,370
BCR_LDAYW† 4122 2876 651 1218 50 3000 38.4% 263,932
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The models including the GPS information are the strongest, and within those models, the
noise-based models are the strongest. The BC_LDAYWH model has a similar evaluation as
BC_LDENWH, but the relative importance of the HourOfDay covariate does not behave as expected.
The F-values of the BC_LDAYWH model are higher compared to BC_LDENWH. Since Lday,hour
includes a diurnal pattern, less influence of the HourOfDay is expected (lower F-value). This indicates
that a higher adjustment of the HourOfDay spline is required to achieve the same model quality. For the
models excluding the GPS information, a similar pattern emerges, confirming the mismatch between
the hourly traffic covariates and the in-vehicle BC exposure. Improving the temporal resolution of
the traffic data does not automatically result in stronger models. The in-vehicle exposure is a complex
non-linear function of the traffic. The spline of the HourOfDay covariate fits that complex relation.
As the final model, the LDEN noise map-based model BCR_LDENWH is selected. With a low
number of covariates, not requiring the GPS information, it is the most general applicable model in
Table 3. The splines of the BCR_LDENWH model are shown in Figure 3.
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The trip fit evaluation of the BCR_LDENWH is shown in Figure 4. The correlations and slopes
are slig tly reduced compared to BC_LAG60_WBC. The six covariates in BCR_LDENWH pre ict the
trip exposure properly. The Pearson and Spearman correlations for the trip total fit are 0.89 an 0.89
and 0.7 and 0.69 for the trip average.
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4. External Validation
4.1. Properties of the External Citizen Science Campaign
A large citizen science campaign for BC exposure was performed in the region of Flanders by
Dons and colleagues [2,3,12,36]. The in-vehicle dataset, referred to as external data (EXD) of Dons et al.
was used as an independent data source to validate the µLUR model. The main differences between
the two measurement datasets are:
• Temporal resolution: 10 s for the µLUR model versus 5-min resolution for EXD
• Year of sampling: 2013 for µLUR, 2010–2011 for EXD
• Season: all year seasonally-balanced campaign for µLUR and an unbalanced combination of
summer (six household) and a winter campaign (19 households) for EXD.
The most important similarity between the two campaigns is the availability of GPS data at a
similar resolution. The map-matching post-processing was also applied to the GPS data of the external
citizen science campaign. The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the validation data (EXD) are 3805, 6147,
7187 and 9508 ng/m3 and 2040, 4146, 5644 and 7637 ng/m3 for the µLUR. The summary statistics of
the two BC campaigns differ significantly (p < 2.2 × 10−16). The difference in the lowest values was
expected due to the different resolution measurement campaigns.
4.2. Validation Data Workflow
The µLUR methodology extracts spatiotemporal features from participatory campaigns and
applies the micro-environment-specific model to any external mobile population [25]. In this case, the
in-vehicle trips of the external data are the micro-environment-specific activities, and they contain the
recorded GPS positions and black carbon measurements. The GPS data were pre-processed to match
the processing of the µLUR dataset (map matching to the road network). The temporal resolution of
the black carbon data series of the external data was five minutes, which prohibits the comparison of
the µLUR prediction on the 10-s resolution of the µLUR model. For this reason, the validation was
performed at the level of the individual trips. Trips with duration of less than 15 min were excluded
from the validation data. The validation is sensitive to all meteorological influences, but the short-term
variation within the trip cannot be evaluated.
4.3. External Validation
In Figure 5, the external validation is illustrated. The correlations are strong for the total trip
prediction (Pearson 0.82 and Spearman 0.79) and reasonable for the average trip prediction (Pearson
0.50 and Spearman 0.48). The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the relative trip fit are 32%, 49%, 67%
and 74%, expressing a strong underestimation of the exposure measured in the EXD. The median is
underestimated by 51%, the mean value by 33%.
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4.4. Investigating the Discrepancy
The correlation of the external validation is strong, but the µLUR fails to predict the absolute levels.
This implies that the model captures the temporal variability very well, including the meteorological
influences and the spatiotemporal variation of the local traffic influences. The first candidate is a
potential difference in the use of the ventilation system in both groups of participants. There were
restrictions on ventilation use in both citizen science campaigns. Ventilation could bias the datasets
due to the lower number of participants in the µLUR campaign, but no objective arguments can be
formulated to relate this discrepancy to the ventilation use of the population sample. Ventilation is
most likely not the origin of the discrepancy.
The second potential candidate is an actual decline of the emissions of black carbon. The two
participatory campaigns are separated by three to four years. In 2009, more stringent EU legislation
(Euro 5) reduced particulate matter emission limits for diesel vehicles from 0.025 g/km down to
0.005 g/km. The new legislation could hardly have influenced the fleet composition at the time of the
external campaign in 2010 and 2011. To quantify the potential change in the vehicle fleet emission, two
options are available.
The first option is to estimate the potential effect of the vehicle fleet composition on the emission
of PM by 2013 based on the emission standard. The potential decay is simulated based on the changing
composition of the vehicle fleet. Belgium has a relative fast renewal of the fleet, and vehicles are
typically replaced after four to five years. In 2013, 30% of the vehicle fleet was already compliant with
the Euro 5, resulting in a reduction of the fleet emission by 33%. This matches the mean discrepancy in
the external validation.
The second option is to investigate the evolution of black carbon concentrations measured by the
official air pollution monitors. Black carbon monitoring started in Flanders in 2010 in five locations
near the city of Antwerpen with the main focus on industrial sources. In Antwerpen-Linkeroever, a
background location was chosen (also used in the models). One measurement location was chosen
close to a major road inside the city (Borgerhout background) at approximately 30 m from the roadside.
In these measurement points, the average black carbon concentration dropped by respectively 19% and
17% between 2010 and 2013. This mean reduction does not fully explain the discrepancy in the external
validation, but traffic is not the only source of black carbon concentrations. It is interesting to attempt
to assess the in-traffic reduction in a higher spatial and temporal resolution. In 2012, an additional
monitor was positioned by the Flemish Environmental Agency at 10 m from the main road near the
Borgerhout street-side location. This illustrates that the Flemish Environmental Agency was already
aware of the potential strong distance to source effects of the black carbon concentrations. These three
monitors were used to investigate the long-term evolution of the traffic-related black carbon exposure.
In Figure 6, these data series are presented in diurnal patterns by year, with a boxplot for each half
hour of the day (the temporal resolution of the monitoring network).
On each chart, two trend lines are shown. The red line is matched to the Q3 levels of the morning
rush hour (Q3rush); the green curve is mapped to the lowest Q1 levels during the last hours of the
night (Q1ngt). The slopes visualize the decrease of the black carbon concentrations for different
indicators within the diurnal pattern of the black carbon. The results are summarized in Table S2
in the Supplementary Data. The yearly average reduction during the night-time hours is higher
compared to the all-day levels and the relative difference between Q1ngt and Q1day increases when
the measurement location is closer to the closest road (from 20–68% when the distance to the road
drops from 30 down to 10 m). The evaluation on Q3rush shows a similar pattern, but the difference
between the background location and the in-city background location is much smaller (a relative
drop of 12%). The relative reduction at the location closest to the road during rush hour is more than
90%. This illustrates the huge spatial variability of the BC concentrations and very strong distance to
source effects. It can be expected that this effect increases even further when closing in on the traffic
lanes. The consequences on the in-vehicle exposure are considerable. The overall reduction during a
trip inside the vehicle is the result of a complex sample of this spatiotemporal variability, sensitive
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to the instantaneous meteorology, background concentrations and local traffic and traffic dynamics.
The yearly lowest reduction for background locations was quantified through the Q1ngt indicator
(−8%) and reaches values of −10% during morning rush hour. A similar evaluation on Q3 provides a
typical range for the expected reduction along the trips. The yearly reduction of Q3 for dense traffic
locations was quantified through the Q3rush indicator (−10.6%). Over a three-and-a-half year period,
this resulted in reductions of up to 32% in the in-city street-side location. This last value is most likely
an underestimation of the actual concentration reduction near the vehicle intake when travelling in
dense traffic during rush hour.
The participants traveled mainly during rush hour, and the discrepancy of the external validation
fits between the values Q1ngt and Q3rush (median minus 51% and mean minus 33%). The reduction
of 50% in the median is plausible near the air-intake of the vehicles. The discrepancy in the external
validation can be explained by the changes visible in the diurnal patterns of the official measurement
stations of the Flemish Government. These two independent sets of information support the conclusion
that the discrepancy on the median and mean can be explained by the changes of the PM emission of
the vehicle fleet.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Translating the Complexity of In-Vehicle Exposure to Applications for Epidemiologists
In Section 3, the complexity of the in-vehicle exposure is illustrated. The technique to evaluate
the in-vehicle exposure at an extremely detailed temporal resolution, combined with equally detailed
traffic attribution, results in important information. The spatiotemporal aspects of an in-vehicle black
carbon exposure campaign were successfully modeled using detailed spatiotemporal attribution.
A similar instantaneous model was built for cyclists [13]. In that model, only four parameters were
statistically relevant after applying a background correction. The background correction was also
investigated for the in-vehicle exposure. This approach failed due to the fact that the background
exposure is not a dominant covariate for the in-vehicle exposure. This matches the physics for this
specific micro-environment. The strongest component is the distance of the vehicle to the exhaust of
the preceding vehicles. The distance to the preceding vehicle is a highly non-linear function of the local
traffic density and time of day. Since the distance to the preceding vehicles is unknown, the µLUR
model has to provide an indirect solution. This happens by fitting the actual diurnal pattern of the
in-vehicle exposure on the traffic data in a data scientific approach.
The physical complexity of the in-vehicle exposure limits the potential to reduce the number of
covariates. Disentangling the meteorological effects from the indirectly fitted strongest component
(distance to preceding vehicles) was unsuccessful since the changes in the ventilation settings also
depend on the meteorological conditions. The µLUR approach can extract the relevant relationships
from the gathered data without an analytical solution for the underlying parameter interactions. For
epidemiological applications, a full physical model is not necessary, and if a physical model were
available, it would not be applicable to the large cohorts due to the lack of input data. The presented
µLUR methodology can fulfill the requirements listed in the challenges for the future for exposure
science [24,37,38].
A potential objection against the µLUR approach might be the requirement to build and use an
instantaneous model. This objection is actually a benefit. Variants of the models can be built that
aggregate the model over the yearly average meteorological conditions. This only requires a procedure
as illustrated in [39]. This µLUR variant provides the yearly averaged exposure and still incorporates
the specific features of the commuting pattern of each individual in the study.
5.2. Noise Maps as a Ubiquitous Traffic Data Source
When evaluating the different options to feed the µLUR with traffic data, the most important
conclusion is that the used traffic covariate is not the most crucial feature to build a successful µLUR.
Most of the models result in a similar quality. The most important feature of the µLUR is that the
models only use a single traffic covariate and not multiple partially correlating traffic covariates.
In standard LUR practice, a large set of possible combinations of short and long distance variants of
the traffic data are included, which results in a high risk of overfitting the sparse data points [40–42].
The high temporal resolution of the µLUR in combination with the non-linear modeling counteracts
this by design. When the sampling includes all meteorological conditions and seasonal aspects, the
models become robust, as proven by the high correlations found in the external validation. The µLUR
methodology itself is partially robust towards the quality of the underlying covariates, as well. The
same data layer is used to extract the knowledge from the data and to apply the model to external
input data. This translation of spatial and/or temporal features to the exposure under investigation is
the fundamental feature of any land use regression solution. The use of a noise map as the underlying
traffic layer is not at all required.
Some features of the noise map approach are however very appealing. Noise maps accumulate
the noise exposure from different roads when they are in each other’s vicinity. This results in higher
values at crossings and complex traffic situations, matching the areas with high traffic dynamics.
In this way, the additive nature of the noise maps mimics the traffic emission behavior. The biggest
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advantage of the noise mapping approach is the availability of such noise maps. The EU member states
have to provide these maps for all cities larger than 50,000 inhabitants and update them every five
years [43]. In this specific case, the noise map is not built to fulfil the Environmental Noise Directive
requirements (END). The used map includes the entire regions of Flanders and Brussels, while END
maps outside the agglomerations are restricted to a minimal vehicle count. The END maps are spatially
not compatible with citizen science campaigns without spatial restrictions. For larger agglomerations,
the spatial extent of the END maps will be adequate for city-wide citizen science campaigns. The noise
map used in this work has one important restriction. It lacks the screening of buildings. Especially in
the urban areas, this may have resulted in an overestimation of the traffic parameter. In open areas, we
expect no impact on the lack of screening due to buildings.
Another relevant feature of the noise map is the inherent logarithmic scale. This has several
advantages. Small changes in traffic will not be reflected in strong changes in the noise maps. Typical
yearly changes in traffic data of a few percent will not affect the maps and will not add numerical
jitter when changing the underlying noise map over time. Traffic data are numerically more sensitive
compared to the noise map variant. In the instantaneous model for cyclists, a linear relation was found
between the logarithm of BC and the engine-related noise [13]. Performing this exercise on a noise map
variant including only the low frequency noise component of the noise emission is a theoretical option,
but since that type of noise map is not available as a standard, it is not pursued. The main advantage of
this specific noise map is the spatial quality of the road traffic sources (see Figure S3b). The traffic data
are provided by the Flemish Government on an idealized network. This network is geographically
accurate for major roads, but for local roads, the spatial error can be important. Prior to the calculation
of the noise map, the idealized network is routed on the physical routable network (Open Street Map).
Due to this procedure, the noise map is very sensitive to the actual physical position. These combined
features illustrate that noise maps are a valid traffic attribute for traffic-related air pollution land use
regression modelling.
5.3. Spatial Transferability of the Model
The focus in this paper is on the changing emission of the fleet, but to address future applications,
an assessment of the spatial transferability is also relevant. The model data and validation data are
spatially not intertwined: different individuals with independent commuting patterns. However, they
are spatially restricted to Flanders and Brussels. The potential spatial transferability will therefore
be mainly related to the fleet composition. Unfortunately, the Belgian passenger car fleet is very
specific in both the European and global context due to the high fraction of diesel-powered vehicles.
In 2013, 62% of the fleet was diesel-powered, while the EU-15 average was 35%. Recent changes in
legislation are reducing the fraction of diesel in the Belgian fleet (59% in 2016). The differences in the
fleet compositions throughout Europe and the high number of diesel cars in Belgium are extensively
discussed by Cames and Helmers [44]. Due to the specific fleet, this black carbon model will not be
transferable as such to other European countries without calibration. The µLUR methodology itself is
based on local participatory sensing data [25]. When transferring a model to another geographical
context, all covariates and their local features and quality will affect the model. The µLUR model is
by design not a stand-alone transferable function, but is highly intertwined with the local features of
the external data and the derived covariates. Calibration is an implicit part of the methodology. This
might be perceived as a drawback, but most countries have measurement datasets or citizen science
projects that can be used to build similar µLUR models. The strongest covariates in this analysis will
be valuable input to model other datasets.
5.4. Changes in Particulate Emissions of the Vehicle Fleet
One of the most challenging issues of the health effect research is the long-term evolution of
the exposures. The external validation underestimates exposure by 33% (mean) and 50% (median)
while the correlations are very good. Recent publications mentioned the improved quality and active
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development of in-vehicle particle matter filters, specifically tested for exposure to ultrafine particles
(UFP). A reduction of 80–90% is achieved with certain specific filters [18]. It is unknown to what
extent these types of filters or less performant filters are present in the current vehicle fleet. No specific
technical information on the vehicles of the participants is available, but this is identified as a potential
origin of unexplained variability. The change in the EU particle matter emission standard for diesel
vehicles (Euro 5) largely explains the discrepancy. Since the emission dynamics is complex, the function
to adjust the extracted features from the raw data will be complex. This complexity reveals itself
in the reduction of the average trip exposure prediction (a drop from 0.70 down to 0.50 from the
µLUR evaluation to the external validation). An extended investigation to quantify the spatiotemporal
reductions in terms of local traffic, time of day, local traffic dynamics and meteorological conditions is
necessary, but the validation dataset has only a temporal resolution of five min. This prohibits further
analysis of the detailed spatiotemporal discrepancies between µLUR and the validation data.
The presented technique has strong potential because changes in the emission of the fleet do not
only occur in time, but also in space. Low emission zones are the best example. Performing a citizen
science campaign across restricted and non-restricted areas might result in µLUR including a spatial
covariate for the impact area of a restricted access area. The resulting models will simultaneously
address the combined effects of the differences in traffic dynamics and local vehicle fleet composition
inside and outside the low emission zone. The µLUR GAM modelling approach has an additional
benefit. Most data scientific approaches like neural networks will result in ‘black box’ and ‘now-cast’
models [23]. The generalized models have a feature that makes them much more powerful than the
neural network models. The splines of the GAM can be extracted and modified by expert decisions.
This is possible because the underlying covariates express actual physical relations. When taking
advantage of these features, adjusted models can be built. Past exposure estimation will accommodate
the epidemiological questions, and future exposure estimation can address policy support questions.
6. Conclusions
The spatiotemporal aspects of an in-vehicle black carbon exposure participatory campaign were
successfully modeled using detailed spatiotemporal attribution. The measurements were attributed
with meteorological data and different types of traffic-related data, including noise maps as a proxy
for the traffic data. The models including the non-linear aspects of the covariates were modeled with
generalized additive models (GAMs). The traffic dynamics and diurnal traffic patterns did not resolve
the diurnal patterns of the in-vehicle exposure. The noise maps were not necessary to provide a
solution, but have important assets compared to the raw traffic data. The strongest in-vehicle exposure
model was based on six parameters with LDEN in combination with a fitted diurnal pattern resolving
the diurnal exposure pattern. Noise maps are therefore a valid proxy for air pollution without actual
knowledge of the local traffic dynamics. Noise maps are widely available and can increase efficiency
and stability in long-term land use regression approaches.
The external validation with a three- to four-year-old external participatory campaign showed a
severe underestimation, which could be attributed to the introduction of Euro 5 emission standards.
Data science techniques can provide successful prediction models without the need for disentangling
the underlying complex interaction of the underlying parameters. The µLUR methodology has the
potential to attribute epidemiological databases and provide high quality policy support without
requiring full analytical solutions for the in-vehicle air pollution exposure.
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